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ABSTRACT 

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the primary staple food source for more than half of the world’s population and has profound 
influence on the livelihood of farmers. Lowland rice in tropical and subtropical regions can be detected precisely and its 
crop growth can be tracked effectively through Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery, especially where cloud cover 
restricts the use of optical imagery. This Research was taken to use multi-temporal C-band SAR data from Sentinel 1A, 
semi-automated processing chains, in-season field monitoring and end-of-season validation points to map rice crops 
across Tiruchirapalli District. SAR data have a proven ability to detect lowland rice systems (both irrigated and rainfed) 
through the unique temporal signature of the backscatter coefficient (also termed sigma naught - σ°) exhibited by the 
crop. Temporal signatures were extracted for each monitoring field and used to generate the dB curves for rice fields. 
This is due to the interaction of microwave radiation with the crop canopy, increasing from the detection of σ° minimum 
(field inundation) to the detection of σ° maximum (around the tillering stage) between acquisitions four and six. The 
average maximum value of at peak tillering stage was found to be -8.85 with a range of -7.49 to -8.94 in fields across 
Tiruchirapalli district. The minimum primary variation was found to be 1.5 to 2.1 and the secondary variation was found 
to be 2.5 to 3.5 corresponding to growth at vegetative and maximum tillering stage. The primary variation corresponds 
to the growth from seedling to tillering stage where the addition in LAI and biomass and thereby ground coverage is less. 
However as the growth advances rice has the tendency to putforth more biomass and thereby resulting more dB values 
with an addition of 2.5 to 3.5.  In all the fields the values tend to drop further from flowering to maturity with values 
found to be reducing from -8.5 to -.11.6.  Rice crop shows significant temporal behaviour and a large dynamic range 
(−14.4 to −8.41dB) during its growth period. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the primary staple food source for more than half of the world’s population and 
has profound influence on the livelihood of farmers.  Due to the fact that most rice systems are generally 
not subject to seasonal rotations (upland rice is one exception but it accounts for a small portion of the 
total rice area), an accurate rice extent/area map derived from remote sensing data has high value, 
because it provides an estimation of variations of the total cultivated extent/area, of the different 
seasonality/crop practices and to assess shortages, due to drought or flood events. Field soil changes and 
their evolution over time are not random whenever multi-temporal remote sensing data are analysed. 
With a priori knowledge of the crop calendar and land practices, multi-temporal remote sensing data 
offer valuable information to determine at the earliest stage of the crop season, when and where fields are 
prepared and irrigated, and later, the phenological crop status such as flowering, tillering, plant 
senescence and harvesting. 
Remote sensing has the scope for cost effective precise estimates of rice area to support, augment, 
improve or even replace survey and statistical methods [5]. But the technical challenges are many in the 
development of large scale dynamic remote sensing-based rice crop information systems. Rice cultivation 
during the monsoon season [7] which has wide cloud cover, wide range of conditions and environments, 
small land holdings and diverse and mixed cropping systems [16] are the most challenging factors in 
limiting the use of remote sensing as tool for rice crop monitoring. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
imagery is a promising option to overcome the issue of cloud cover and substantial research evidences 
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are available on the suitability of SAR for rice crop mapping in the region. Optical images can complement 
SAR, but they cannot be relied upon as the main information source. The wide distribution of rice as a 
major food crop across India envisages large coverage to perfectly capture rice area and requires 
automated less supervised processing. Rice detection algorithms should be general and robust to suit 
wide range of practices and environments [2] ranging from irrigated to rainfed rice with different 
maturities [14] and establishment practices, such as direct seeding or transplanting. The complex rice 
environments require high resolution imageries and high-frequency acquisitions. Recent and planned 
launches of SAR sensors coupled with state-of-the art automated processing can provide sustainable 
solutions to this challenge to map and monitor one of the world‘s most important crop.   
Synthetic Aperture Radar Data (SAR)   
Multi-temporal X-band SAR Single Look Complex (SLC) data are available from the Italian Space Agency 
(ASI/e-GEOS) and GISTDA (Geo-informatics and Space Technology Development Agency) for COSMO-
SkyMed (CSK) data and from InfoTerra GmbH for TerraSAR-X (TSX) data. In all cases, data can be 
obtained in HH polarization with consistent incidence angles in each multi-temporal stack, ranging from 
39 to 48 degrees across sites. A large incidence angle is preferred, because (i) wind effects on water (in 
particular, during land preparation prior to transplanting) are significantly decreased, (ii) the dynamic of 
the radar backscatter is larger and (iii) the spatial resolution is higher. CSK data are available from four X-
band HH-SAR satellites with a 3.12-cm wavelength and a 16-day revisit period for the same satellite with 
the same observation angle. TSX is provided by one X-band HH SAR satellite with a 3.11-cm wavelength 
and 11-day revisit period with the same observation angle at Strip map mode (3 m resolution) with a 
footprint of 30 × 50 km and Scan SAR mode (10 m resolution) with a footprint of 100 × 150 km [18]. With 
the latest launches, Sentinel 1A and 1B data is available from European Space Agency (ESA) at C band 
with spatial resolution of 5m and 20m with a temporal resolution of 12 days individually and 6 days in 
combination. 
In recent times a rule-based classification approach and parameter selection approach, in which the rules 
and parameters are derived from agronomic knowledge of the rice crop and its management, have been 
developed based on the knowledge of temporal development of rice crop under different conditions and 
its relation to backscatter to demonstrate SAR-based operational mapping of rice crops across a diverse 
range of environments with the increasing availability of multi-temporal SAR data [15]. 
SAR data have a proven ability to detect lowland rice systems (both irrigated and rainfed) through the 
unique temporal signature of the backscatter coefficient (also termed sigma naught or σ°) exhibited by 
the crop. In the past years, a large number of publications have been dedicated to better understanding 
this relationship and applying it to rice detection and rice monitoring [10, 11, 19, 3]. In summary, these 
studies have shown that lower frequencies (L- and C- band) penetrate deeper into the rice plant than 
higher frequencies, while only higher frequencies (X-band) interact with grain water content and grain 
weight sufficiently to show a dual-peak signal in σ° during the rice season [8, 19, 17]. Further, short 
wavelengths (X-, Ka-, Ku-band), especially at large incident angles, are sensitive enough to detect even 
very small rice seedlings just after transplanting. The correlation between σ° and rice biophysical 
parameters shows that lower frequencies are more closely related to total fresh weight, leaf area index 
(LAI) and plant height than other parameters [9]. 
Although σ° from X-band is poorly correlated with LAI, it is best correlated with panicle biomass 
indicating the suitability for a direct assessment of rice grain yield [9, 10]. On the other hand, σ° derived 
from C-band can provide information on par with the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [8]. 
For X-band, the HH/VV polarization ratio continuously changes as a function of phenology during the 
vegetative and reproductive stages [12]. For X-band, the HH-VV phase difference is sensitive to early rice 
plant emergence. Moreover, the use of four polarimetric features derived from coherence coplanar dual-
polarization X-band enables the estimation of five phenological stages from a single date scene [9-13].  
It is clear from the literature that well-understood relationships exist between rice crop characteristics 
and backscatter coefficients from different wavelengths, and these relationships have been used to derive 
different types of algorithms for estimating rice crop characteristics from SAR data. Another approach for 
sparse time series is to extract temporal features from the data and relate those to the known temporal 
dynamics of the rice crop and use that knowledge to classify areas as rice or non-rice [6]. All of these 
approaches have been demonstrated successfully in the literature. Supervised classifiers rely on a 
substantial set of good-quality training data to ensure a good classification, and there is a risk of over-
fitting the classification.  
For this reason, a rule-based classification approach has been developed for rice area mapping that is 
based on a small number of rules and parameters that can be quickly fine-tuned from site to site and 
season to season. Conceptually, the classification approach is based on rules that are agronomically 
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meaningful hence easily understood and easily fine-tuned based on the local knowledge of the rice-
growing environment and the key rice-growing stages.  
Rice Growing Stages and Key Characteristics for SAR Based Detection 
Rice in subtropical India is mainly cultivated in irrigated or lowland semidry conditions. Rice varieties 
range in duration from 90 to more than 150 days and with three main crop stages viz., vegetative (from 
germination to panicle initiation, from 45 to 100 days), reproductive (from panicle initiation to flowering, 
around 35 days) and maturity stages (from flowering to mature grain, around 30 days). The following 
aspects contribute to the change in space occupied by the rice plants within a three-dimensional space: 
(1) appearances and growth of leaves from the main stem (culm) and tillers; (2) stem development and 
elongation; (3) tillering, defined as the production of stems from rice plants; (4) leaf senescence; and (5) 
panicle and grain development. Prior to transplanting, the rice field is flooded with water at depth 
ranging from 2 to 15cm [11].  The deliberate agronomic flooding is a key element of most remote-sensing 
rice detection algorithms [2]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The Tiruchirappalli district of Tamil Nadu extends over an area of 4,40,383 hectares. Geographically it lies 
between 78° 10’ to 79° 5’ East longitudes and 10°15’ to 11°2’ North latitudes with an altitude of 90 m. 
Basic Processing of SAR Data for Multi-Temporal Analysis 
A fully automated processing chain was developed to convert the multi-temporal space-borne SAR data 
into terrain-geocoded σ° values. The processing chain is a module within the MAPscape-RICE software 
[6]. The basic processing chain included strip mosaicking , coregistration of Images acquired with the 
same observation geometry and mode and, Time-series speckle filtering to balance differences in 
reflectivity between images at different times [4] and terrain geocoding, radiometric calibration and 
normalization. Further Anisotropic non-linear diffusion (ANLD) filtering was done to smoothen 
homogeneous targets, while enhancing the difference between neighbouring areas. The filter uses the 
diffusion equation, in which the diffusion coefficient, instead of being a constant scalar, is a function of 
image position and assumes a tensor value [1].  
This multi-temporal stack was analyzed using a rule-based classifier to detect rice areas. The rules for the 
classifier were based on a small number of parameters that must be selected by the operator or user. 
Temporal feature descriptors were derived from temporal signatures in the monitored fields and used to 
guide the user in setting these parameters for each site. It is clear that there must always be a degree of 
user expertise in the setting of the parameters, relying on expert local knowledge or other sources of 
information to further guide the parameter values. Finally, the accuracy of the rice area maps was 
assessed against field data. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Multi-Temporal σ° Rule-Based Rice Detection 
The multi-temporal stack of terrain-geocoded σ° images of Sentinel 1A acquired from August, 2015 to 
January, 2016 was input to a rule-based rice detection algorithm in MAPscape-RICE. The temporal 
evolution of σ° is analyzed from an agronomic perspective, which also requires a priori knowledge of rice 
maturity, calendar and duration and crop practices from field information and knowledge of the study 
location. The temporal signature is frequency and polarization dependent and also depends on the crop 
establishment method and, to some extent, on crop maturity. This implies that general rules can be 
applied to detect rice, but that the parameters for these rules may need to be adapted according to the 
agro-ecological zone, crop practices and rice calendar. 
A dB stack was generated using ten sets of Sentinel-1A data acquired after basic processing viz., orbital 
and radiometric correction, geo-coding, mosaicing and Speckle filtering.  Temporal signatures were 
extracted for each monitoring field and used to generate the dB curves for rice fields. Fig. 1 shows the 
temporal signature for selected representative pixels to visualize the resulting rule based classification. A 
detailed analysis of temporal signatures of rice showed a minimum at agronomic flooding and a peak at 
maximum tillering stage (Fig. 2&3). At agronomic flooding, minimum dB value from -14.36 to -11.992 was 
recorded with an average of -13.35. The average maximum value at peak at tillering stage was found to be 
-8.85 with a range of -7.49 to -8.94 fields across Tiruchirapalli district (Table. 1). The minimum primary 
variation was found to be 1.5 to 2.1 and the secondary variation was found to be 2.5 to 3.5 corresponding 
to growth at vegetative and maximum tillering stage. The primary variation corresponds to the growth 
from seedling to tillering stage where the addition in LAI and biomass and thereby ground coverage is 
less. However as the growth advances rice has the tendency to putforth more biomass and thereby 
resulting more dB values with an addition of 2,5 to 3.5.  In all the fields the values tend to drop further 
from flowering to maturity with values found to be reducing from -8.5 to -11.6 (Table. 2).  Rice crop 
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shows significant temporal behaviour and a large dynamic range (−14.4 to −8.41dB) during its growth 
period(Fig. 4).  
 

 
Fig.1. dB stack generated with Sentinel 1A data and Rice Temporal Signature 

 
Fig.2. dB curves for rice at Monitoring sites 

 
Fig.3. Rice crop stages (Image from the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)-Rice 

Knowledge Bank.) 
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Fig.4. Temporal dB curve for rice crop Sentinel 1A data 

 
Fig.5. Rice area map of Tiruchirapalli District 
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Table.1. Temporal dB values of rice fields across Tiruchirapalli district 
Satellite  
pass no. Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 Field 6 Field 7 Average 

1 -10.5271 -10.7566 -11.5084 -11.9302 -9.91686 -10.2864 -12.4375 -11.0518 

2 -13.9591 -13.6708 -14.1164 -11.99 -11.9655 -14.3656 -13.4124 -13.3542 

3 -13.0355 -13.1874 -9.83019 -10.788 -8.05275 -11.3981 -10.1088 -10.9144 

4 -10.7231 -10.7202 -8.41801 -9.65563 -7.55453 -10.2313 -8.27749 -9.36861 

5 -9.38419 -9.99612 -8.52289 -9.17506 -7.49632 -8.89452 -8.48584 -8.8507 

6 -9.30455 -9.29256 -10.8482 -9.75389 -7.89242 -9.14254 -10.799 -9.57617 

7 -8.94641 -8.78155 -11.753 -10.3778 -9.7139 -8.67064 -12.5686 -10.116 

8 -8.95322 -9.87542 -12.1777 -11.3539 -9.61987 -9.31618 -9.94272 -10.177 

9 -9.59416 -9.11129 -11.4259 -11.6926 -9.7905 -9.45091 -10.4037 -10.2099 

10 -9.76227 -10.0025 -11.999 -11.283 -9.20801 -10.6254 -10.3029 -10.4547 

 
Table.2. Temporal dB value for rice crop from Sentinel 1A data 

Sl.No. 
Date of 

acquisition 
dB value 

1 01-Sep -11.5084 
2 19-Oct -14.1164 
3 31-Oct -9.83019 
4 12-Nov -8.41801 

5 24-Nov -8.52289 

6 06-Dec -10.8482 

7 18-Dec -11.753 

8 30-Dec -12.1777 
 

Spatial assessment of Rice area 
Rice in tropical and subtropical Asia is mainly cultivated in irrigated or lowland rainfed conditions.  Rice 
varieties range in duration from 90 to more than 150 days and with three main crop stages: vegetative 
(from germination to panicle initiation, from 45 to 100 days), reproductive (from panicle initiation to 
flowering, around 35 days) and maturity (from flowering to mature grain, around 30 days)   (Fig. 3). The 
following aspects contribute to the change in space occupied by the rice plants within a three-
dimensional space: (1) appearances and growth of leaves from the main stem (culm) and tillers; (2) stem 
development and elongation; (3) tillering, defined as the production of stems from rice plants; (4) leaf 
senescence; and (5) panicle and grain development. New Rice leaves appear approximately every four 
days during the vegetative phase and every seven days during the reproductive phase. Tillering begins at 
around the three- to four-leaf stage or approximately 10 days after emergence.  
Research effort was taken to use multi-temporal C-band SAR data from Sentinel 1A, semi-automated 
processing chains, in-season field monitoring and end-of-season validation points to map rice crops 
across Tiruchirapalli District. SAR data have a proven ability to detect lowland rice systems (both 
irrigated and rainfed) through the unique temporal signature of the backscatter coefficient (also termed 
sigma naught - σ°) exhibited by the crop. In the past years, lot of research efforts were taken for better 
understanding this relationship and applying it to rice detection and rice monitoring. 
Temporal signatures were extracted for each monitoring field and used to generate the dB curves for rice 
fields. Fig.2 shows the temporal signature for selected representative pixels to visualize the resulting rule 
based classification.  Rice crop shows significant temporal behaviour and a large dynamic range (−14.4 to 
−8.41dB) during its growth period. This is due to the interaction of microwave radiation with the crop 
canopy, increasing from the detection of σ° minimum (field inundation) to the detection of σ° maximum 
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(around the tillering stage) between acquisitions four and six. In the case of “early rice,” the SAR series 
did not capture the σ° minimum, since it occurred before the first acquisition; however, an increase in 
backscatter is observed during the growth period for the first four acquisitions that is typical of the 
seedling to tillering stage. In the case of “late rice,” the first four SAR acquisitions show a high backscatter 
value because, during that period, the fields were in fallow condition (as confirmed in the ground 
observations). The backscatter minimum was observed in the sixth acquisition, indicating flooded 
conditions, followed by an increase in backscatter in the succeeding acquisitions, indicating growth of the 
rice crop. The other field crop signal showed a distinctly different temporal evolution and the absence of 
any evidence of a water signal at the start of crop growth which helped precise discrimination of rice crop 
pixel by pixel. In short, this temporal variation of SAR backscatter differentiates rice fields from other 
land cover classes. 
Rice area map was derived from multi-temporal C-band SAR imagery from Sentinel 1A for all the 14 
blocks of Tiruchirapalli district. Late rice and early rice were combined into one class and they were 
distinguished from rice in the maps below for discussion purposes. Map accuracy considers any of the 
three rice subclasses as rice.  The overall classification accuracy was consistently high (92.0 %), with 
Kappa score of 0.84. In total 50 validation points covering 21 rice and 29 non-rice points were collected 
for accuracy assessment. Since the rice area in the district was in less proportion to non rice area, more 
non-rice points were used for accuracy assessment. The SAR data was able to detect rice points precisely 
and the automated algorithms were capable of discriminating rice pixels from pixels of other crops.  
The consistently high accuracy of the rice area classification across these blocks demonstrated that the 
methodology was appropriate for rice detection across the most common rice agro-ecologies. The 
classification was based on a temporal analysis of the spectral signature, including a detection of 
agronomic flooding at the land preparation and/or seedling stage followed by a rapid increase in biomass 
relative to the duration of the vegetative stage of the varieties in the sensor footprint. The monitoring site 
data were critical for the correct interpretation of the spectral signature. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Spectral dB curve rice was generated using  temporal multidate Sentinel 1A data. A detailed analysis of 
temporal signatures of rice showed a minimum at agronomic flooding and a peak at maximum tillering 
stage and decreasing thereafter. Rice crop expressed a significant temporal behaviour and a large 
dynamic range (−14.4 to −8.41 dB) during its growth period.  At �looding, minimum dB value from -14.36 
to -11.992 was recorded with an average of -13.35. The average maximum value at peak at tillering stage 
was found to be -8.85 dB in fields across Tiruchirapalli district with a primary variation of 1.5 to 2.1 dB 
and a secondary variation of 2.5 to 3.5 dB corresponding to growth at vegetative and maximum tillering 
stage.   Rice area map was generated using a rule based classifier approach with a classification accuracy 
of 92.0 per cent and Kappa score of 0.84. 
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